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Appy Award Finalist Note Anytime by MetaMoJi Releases Update to its
Universal Note Taking App

As Appy Award Finalist in the Productivity category, Note Anytime is quickly rising to fame.
This innovative note taking and sketching app is free of charge on iOS, Android and Windows 8

Palo Alto, CA (PRWEB) March 12, 2013 -- MetaMoJi is proud to announce that its free note taking and
sketching application called Note Anytime is a Finalist for the Appy Awards in the Productivity apps category.
This announcement perfectly coincides with the release of a new software update for its universal iOS version.
With cross-platform support for all mobile platforms, users can take a note or sketch around anything,
anywhere, with Note Anytime. Note Anytime is available for free download from the App Stores for iOS,
Android, and Windows 8.

Note Anytime has become the "must-have" app for iPad, iPhone and Windows since its introduction last fall.
With universal support just completed for all mobile devices, this revolutionary note taker is head and shoulders
above the rest. More than a note taking app, users can also annotate PDF documents, mark up photos and
graphics and post to social media, sketch notes in their appointment calendar and automatically store and
synchronize their creations between their devices. There is even an interactive web browser within the app to
surf the web and mark up or mashup pages. Note Anytime is quickly becoming an indispensable tool for a
mobile lifestyle.

As a finalist for the Appy Award in Productivity Apps, Note Anytime once again stands at the head of its class.
The annual Appy Awards are dedicated to acknowledging creativity and excellence in app design. The Appys
honor extraordinary applications on all platforms: mobile, social and web-based. Award judges come from a
prestigious line-up of well-respected journalists and software experts.

The judges had this to say about Note Anytime: "With no shortage of note-taking apps available, Note Anytime
stands out in the category for its versatility and sophistication. Its use of vector imaging allows for any text or
sketches to be moved, rotated, or scaled on screen. Besides capturing writing, it also includes innovative
features such as PDF annotation, calligraphy pens, inserting and annotating photographs, pulling in Web
content and creating presentations. You can do everything from using your finger as a pen to writing music
scores through the app."

The update of Note Anytime on iOS makes the product more useful than ever. Due to the free in-app cloud
storage called Digital Cabinet, users never have to worry about losing data or their document editing session.
Automatic synchronization makes it simple to take a note on a smartphone, send it to a tablet for further editing
and enhancement and then pick it up from a laptop for use at home or in the office. Note Anytime is the perfect
tool for fun and social uses as well as for business and legal documents. With cross-platform support and 13
available languages, Note Anytime is truly a universal app for mobile computing.

“Being nominated as a Finalist for the Appy Award for Note Anytime is a very proud moment for us,” said
MetaMoJi CEO Kaz Ukigawa, “Note Anytime was created to allow tablet and smartphone users to have as
natural an experience with their digital devices as they would have with pen and paper. Our aim is to create a
truly universal note taking experience where users can work on their content anywhere and connect to that
content seamlessly between their devices. This recognition from the Appy Award judges is a great honor.”
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Users should download the product and give it a test drive. Note Anytime is available for download in the
iTunes App Store for free at: http://itunes.apple.com/app/id557121061.

About MetaMoJi
MetaMoJi has a mission to eliminate barriers between mobile users and their devices. MetaMoJi products
include innovative applications that combine the comfortable feeling of the analog experience with the
convenience of digital technology. Its aim is to further the advancement of human beings with smart apps for
collecting knowledge, writing documents, organizing ideas and sharing them with others. Please visit the
corporate site for more information. http://product.metamoji.com/en/anytime/

Join MetaMoJi on social media

Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/NoteAnytime

Twitter
https://twitter.com/noteanytime

Tumblr
http://blog.anytime.metamoji.com/
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Contact Information
Ben Walshaw
MetaMoji Corporation
http://product.metamoji.com/en/
+1-650-798-5082

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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